Introduction {#sec0005}
============

Since 1980, Sahrmann[@bib0465], [@bib0470] and associates have been developing movement system impairment (MSI) syndromes to describe conditions that can be diagnosed by physical therapists and that guide treatment and inform prognosis.[@bib0465], [@bib0470] The movement system was adopted as the identity of physical therapy by the American Physical Therapy Association in 2013. The definition of the movement system developed at Washington University is "a system of physiological organ systems that interact to produce movement of the body and its parts." [Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"} depicts the key component systems. The conceptual framework that serves as the basis for the proposed MSI syndromes is the kinesiopathologic model (KPM) ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}). A basic premise of the KPM is that repetitive movement and sustained alignments can induce pathology. MSI syndromes are proposed to result from the repetitive use of alignments and movements that over time are proposed to become impaired and eventually induce pathoanatomical changes in tissues and joint structures. The model emphasizes the contribution of (1) the musculoskeletal system as the effector of movement, (2) the nervous system as the regulator of movement, and (3) the cardiovascular, pulmonary, and endocrine systems as providing support for the other systems, but that also are affected by movement.[@bib0465], [@bib0470] For example, metabolic syndrome is known to be associated with insufficient physical activity.[@bib0475] The prevailing theory, for which there is some evidence, is that the sustained alignments and repetitive movements during daily activities are the inducers of change in all the systems.[@bib0480], [@bib0485], [@bib0490], [@bib0495] The modifiers of the changes are intrinsic factors such as the characteristics of the individual and extrinsic factors such as the degree and type of physical activity (work and fitness) in which a person participates. The key concept is that the body, at the joint level, follows the laws of physics and takes the path of least resistance for movement, typically in a specific direction such as flexion, extension or rotation. Determinants of the path are (1) both intra- and inter-joint relative flexibility, (2) relative stiffness of muscle and connective tissue, and (3) motor performance that becomes motor learning.[@bib0465], [@bib0470] The result of a joint moving more readily in a specific direction is the development over time of hypermobility of accessory motion or micro-instability. The micro-instability causes tissue microtrauma that with repetition can become macrotrauma.Figure 1Graphic of the human movement system. Developed by the faculty of the Program in Physical Therapy, Washington University School of Medicine in St. Louis.Figure 2The kinesiopathologic model of the movement system.

The concepts incumbent in the KPM not only suggest that there are signs before there are symptoms, but that correction of the impaired alignments and movements and the contributing factors is also the most effective treatment of musculoskeletal pain conditions. The KPM places the emphasis on the cause of the tissue injury rather than on the pathoanatomy of the tissues. Deciding on a syndrome is based first on identifying the impaired alignments and movements across a series of clinical tests. The alignments and movements typically are associated with an elicitation or increase in symptoms. The therapist then guides the patient to correct the alignments and movements to determine if the symptoms are improved. When the examination is completed the information is used to (1) determine the syndrome, (2) identify the contributing factors, (3) determine the corrective exercises, (4) identify the alignments and movements to correct during daily activities, and (5) educate the patient about factors contributing to the musculoskeletal condition by practicing correction during activities.

The following example illustrates how correcting the impaired alignments and movements address the cause of the pain, which is not achieved by identifying the pathoanatomical source of the symptoms. A patient is referred to physical therapy with the diagnosis of Supraspinatus Tendinopathy. Tendinopathy is the pathoanatomic source of pain. After assessing the patient\'s scapular and humeral alignments and movements and associated symptom behavior the physical therapist makes a diagnosis of insufficient scapular upward rotation with humeral anterior glide. The other components of the examination identify the contributing factors that include (1) relative stiffness, (2) muscle strength, and (3) neuromuscular activation patterns. The idea behind the KPM is that classifying the patient according to impaired alignments and movements (i.e., Scapular Insufficient Upward Rotation, Humeral Anterior glide) is more useful to guide physical therapy treatment than identifying a pathoanatomical problem because these are the impairments to be corrected. [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"} summarizes the key concepts underlying the proposed MSI syndromes.[@bib0465]Table 1Kinesiopathologic model: key concepts.Table 1Musculoskeletal pain syndromes are the result of cumulative micro-trauma from accumulation of tissue stress and irritation resulting from sustained alignments or repeated movements in a specific direction(s) associated with daily activities.The joint(s) that is moving too readily in a specific direction is the site of pain generation.The readiness of a joint to move in a specific direction, i.e., the micro-instability, combined with relative stiffness, the neuromuscular activation pattern and motor learning contribute to development and persistence of the path of least resistance.Treatment is based on correcting the impaired alignments and movements contributing to tissue irritation as well as correcting the tissue adaptations, such as relative stiffness, muscle weakness, and neuromuscular activation patterns.Training to correct impaired alignments and movements instead of training "isolated muscles" will induce appropriate neural and musculoskeletal adaptations.

Relative intra- and inter-joint flexibility and relative stiffness {#sec0010}
==================================================================

Important KPM concepts related to the proposed MSI syndromes are relative flexibility and relative stiffness.[@bib0465], [@bib0470] Relative flexibility refers to a condition of the joint itself. Intra-joint relative flexibility is hypermobility of accessory motions, i.e., spin, roll, or glide. One or more of these motions occurs too readily resulting in excessive range of motion, as well as in how frequently the motion occurs. Inter-joint relative flexibility refers to motion of adjoining joints occurring more readily in one of the joints even if the motion should be occurring in the other joint. For example, during forward bending the lumbar spine flexes more readily than the hip flexes.[@bib0500] Stiffness refers to the resistance present during passive elongation of muscle and connective tissue. Stiffness depends on the hypertrophy of muscle and the amount of collagen when considering whole muscle.[@bib0505], [@bib0510], [@bib0515], [@bib0520], [@bib0525] Viscosity also contributes to stiffness and is affected by the rate of movement.[@bib0530], [@bib0535] Movement follows the law of physics and takes the path of least resistance with (1) relative flexibility, (2) relative stiffness, and (3) motor learning as determinants of the path. When movement is performed across multiple joints, the body will tend to increase the amount of movement in the joint with lower resistance to motion or lower stiffness compared to the joint with higher resistance to motion or higher stiffness. For example, during hip extension, the lumbar spine will move more readily than the hip joint into extension. Relative flexibility impairments can also occur during single joint movements, such as knee extension in sitting. If the pelvis tilts posteriorly and the lumbar spine flexes early during the knee movement, this indicates an impairment in relative flexibility of the lumbar spine with the hamstring muscles being stiffer than the back extensor muscles.[@bib0470]

Movement system impairments: inducers and modifiers {#sec0015}
===================================================

Sustained alignments and repeated movements associated with daily activities are the inducers of the tissue adaptations, impaired alignments and movements associated with MSI syndromes.[@bib0465], [@bib0470] For example, people who regularly participate in rotational demand activities have increased lumbopelvic rotation compared to people who do not participate in rotational demand activities.[@bib0540], [@bib0545] Several studies have found that the repetition of movements associated with various sports leads to adaptations in different tissues including bone, joint and its surrounding tissues and muscles.[@bib0480], [@bib0485], [@bib0490], [@bib0495]

The effects of sustained alignments and repeated movements on tissue adaptations and the development of symptoms is modified by several factors, including age, gender, tissue mobility, anthropometrics, activity level and psychological factors.[@bib0550], [@bib0555], [@bib0560], [@bib0565], [@bib0570], [@bib0575], [@bib0580], [@bib0585], [@bib0590], [@bib0595], [@bib0600], [@bib0605], [@bib0610], [@bib0615], [@bib0620], [@bib0625], [@bib0630], [@bib0635], [@bib0640], [@bib0645] Older individuals may respond differently to repeated movements than younger individuals because their joints and surrounding tissues usually have some degree of degeneration.[@bib0635], [@bib0640] Older people also have different pain sensitivity compared to younger people.[@bib0565], [@bib0585] Differences in alignment between men and women[@bib0600] may also influence the effect of repeated movements or sustained alignments. Men and women with low back pain show different pain-inducing alignments and movements.[@bib0620] Women have increased knee abduction during weight-bearing activities when compared to men[@bib0570] resulting in increased risk of patellofemoral pain[@bib0590] and anterior cruciate ligament tears.[@bib0645] Tissue mobility may also influence movement precision. People with joint hypermobility have reduced joint proprioception[@bib0625] and may be at greater risk of musculoskeletal conditions.[@bib0560] Anthropometrics also should be considered as a potential modifier. For example, women with lower femoral neck shaft angle are at increased risk for greater trochanteric pain syndrome.[@bib0580] Individuals with a long trunk usually have depressed shoulder alignment which has been associated with decreased pain threshold of the upper trapezius muscle region.[@bib0555] While appropriate activity levels may protect from musculoskeletal conditions, inadequate or excessive activity levels may increase risk.[@bib0550], [@bib0595], [@bib0605], [@bib0650] The development of imprecise motion is also considered to be a factor in the development of musculoskeletal pain. Psychological factors should also be considered since they can influence pain intensity[@bib0630] and change the outcome of different musculoskeletal conditions like tendinopathy, low back pain and anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction.[@bib0575], [@bib0610], [@bib0615]

Impairments of alignment and movement in people with musculoskeletal pain and healthy people {#sec0020}
============================================================================================

The KPM is based on restoring ideal alignment and correcting movement impairments. Although some studies have not found differences in alignment and movement patterns between healthy people and people with musculoskeletal symptoms,[@bib0655], [@bib0660] others have found significant differences.[@bib0665], [@bib0670], [@bib0675], [@bib0680], [@bib0685], [@bib0690], [@bib0695], [@bib0700] Patellofemoral pain is related to increased peak hip adduction, internal rotation and contralateral pelvic drop.[@bib0690] Studies assessing kinematics of the shoulder complex have identified differences between people with and people without shoulder pain.[@bib0680], [@bib0685] Sitting alignment is related to upper quadrant musculoskeletal pain reported in sitting.[@bib0670] People with femoroacetabular impingement have different pelvic movement during hip flexion movements compared to healthy subjects.[@bib0665], [@bib0675], [@bib0700] People with low back pain move their lumbopelvic region to a greater extent and earlier during lower limb movements than people without low back pain.[@bib0545], [@bib0695]

Although most studies assess impairments of alignment and movement after the onset of musculoskeletal pain, there also are studies showing that some alignment and movement impairments seen in asymptomatic people may increase their risk for development of musculoskeletal pain. For example, lumbopelvic movement impairments during hip abduction[@bib0705] as well as standing in more lumbar lordosis[@bib0710] may be a risk factor for low back pain development in prolonged standing.

Movement system impairment examination and classification {#sec0025}
=========================================================

The MSI examination and process for classification[@bib0715], [@bib0720], [@bib0725] involve interpreting data from a series of tests of alignments and movements. Judgments about the timing and the magnitude of movement and degree of end-range alignment in specific joints, and the effect on symptoms are made during each test. Tests that are symptom-provoking are immediately followed by systematic corrections of the impairment to determine the role on the patient\'s symptoms. Correction involves (1) minimizing movement that occurs in the early part of the range of motion or excessive movement, particularly accessory motion, in the affected joint, while increasing movement in other joints or (2) reducing positions of end-range alignment in specific direction(s). An improvement in the symptoms indicates that the alignment or movement impairment is associated with the patient\'s symptoms.[@bib0725], [@bib0730], [@bib0735]

MSI syndromes have been developed for all body regions, including the cervical, thoracic and lumbar spine, shoulder, elbow and hand, hip, knee, ankle and foot[@bib0465], [@bib0470] ([Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}).Table 2MSI syndromes for different body regions.Table 2Body regionSyndromeCervicalCervical extensionCervical extension-rotationCervical flexionCervical flexion-rotationCervical rotation  ThoracicThoracic rotation-flexionThoracic flexionThoracic rotation-extensionThoracic rotationThoracic extension  ShoulderScapular insufficient upward rotationScapular internal rotationScapular depressionScapular abductionScapular adductionScapular winging and tiltingHumeral anterior glideHumeral superior glideShoulder medial rotation glenohumeral hypomobility  ElbowWrist extension with forearm pronationElbow hypomobilityElbow flexionElbow valgusElbow extensionWrist flexion with forearm pronation elbow impairment  Wrist and handInsufficient finger and/or thumb flexionInsufficient finger and/or thumb extensionInsufficient thumb palmar abduction and/or oppositionThumb carpometacarpal accessory hypermobilityFinger or thumb flexion with or without finger rotationSource or regional impairment of the hand  Lumbar spineLumbar flexionLumbar extensionLumbar rotationLumbar rotation with flexionLumbar rotation with extension  HipFemoral anterior glideFemoral anterior glide with medial rotationFemoral anterior glide with lateral rotationFemoral posterior glideFemoral multidirectional accessory hypermobilityFemoral hypomobility with superior glideHip adductionHip adduction with medial rotationFemoral lateral glideHip extension with knee extensionHip extension with medial rotationHip lateral rotation  KneeTibiofemoral rotationTibiofemoral hypomobilityKnee extensionKnee extension with patellar superior glideKnee hyperextensionPatellar lateral glide knee impairment  Foot and anklePronationSupinationInsufficient dorsiflexionHypomobilityFoot and ankle impairmentProximal tibiofibular glide

MSI syndromes: validity and reliability testing {#sec0030}
===============================================

Several studies have been performed to examine the validity of the MSI syndromes all of them examining either the lumbar region[@bib0500], [@bib0720], [@bib0740], [@bib0745], [@bib0750], [@bib0755], [@bib0760], [@bib0765], [@bib0770], [@bib0775], [@bib0780], [@bib0785], [@bib0790], [@bib0795], [@bib0800], [@bib0805], [@bib0810] or the knee joint.[@bib0815] Partial construct validity has been reported for MSI-syndromes proposed for the lumbar and knee regions.[@bib0755], [@bib0815] Other studies have compared movement impairments and associated signs and symptoms between different MSI syndromes. Gombatto et al.[@bib0740] showed that people with Lumbar Rotation with Extension Syndrome displayed an asymmetric pattern of lumbar movement during a trunk lateral flexion test compared to people with Lumbar Rotation Syndrome. People with Lumbar Rotation Syndrome and people with Lumbar Rotation with Extension Syndrome displayed systematic differences in hip and lumbopelvic region movement during the test of active hip lateral rotation.[@bib0720], [@bib0745] Kim et al.[@bib0500] showed that people with Lumbar Rotation with Flexion Syndrome have a greater amount of lumbar flexion during a trunk flexion test compared to people with Lumbar Rotation with Extension Syndrome. People with Lumbar Rotation Syndrome demonstrated greater end-range lumbar flexion during slumped sitting compared to people with Lumbar Rotation with Extension Syndrome.[@bib0750]

The reliability of examiners to classify also has been assessed for the lumbar spine and the knee. Clinicians are able to reliably classify people into MSI syndromes for the lumbar spine,[@bib0760], [@bib0770], [@bib0820], [@bib0825], [@bib0830], [@bib0835] even if they have limited clinical experience.[@bib0835], [@bib0840], [@bib0845] Kaibafvala et al.[@bib0850] assessed reliability for the MSI syndromes for the knee region. Kappa values of intra- and inter-rater reliability for judgments of classifications ranged from 0.66 to 0.71, and 0.48 to 0.58, respectively.

MSI syndromes: treatment {#sec0035}
========================

Treatment includes patient education, analysis and correction of daily activities and prescription of specific exercises.[@bib0465], [@bib0470], [@bib0855], [@bib0860], [@bib0865] Patient education refers to educating the patient about how the repetition of impaired movements and sustained alignments in a specific direction may be related to his musculoskeletal condition and how to correct the impairments during all of his daily activities, particularly those that cause symptoms. For example, patients with Scapular Depression Syndrome may be taught to keep their scapula elevated by supporting their arms while working at a computer. The goal of the support is to reduce the sustained load on the cervical spine and the muscles that elevate the scapulae.[@bib0555], [@bib0870], [@bib0875]

The most important part of the program is teaching the patient to perform daily activities correctly and without symptoms. Because the sustained alignments and repeated movements are the cause of the problem they must be corrected.[@bib0465], [@bib0470] The correction also helps the patient know what contributes to the symptoms and how to decrease or limit the symptoms. Patients are advised to correct their daily activities throughout the day. Recent work has shown that in people with LBP higher adherence to performing corrected daily activities compared to adherence to exercise is associated with greater improvement in function and pain as well as a number of other LBP-related outcomes.[@bib0880]

The prescription of specific exercises is based on the patient\'s syndrome and contributing factors identified during the initial examination. The exercises require practicing correction of impaired alignments and movements identified during the clinical tests in the examination. For example, a patient with Hip Adduction Syndrome may present with excessive hip adduction associated with hip pain while performing a partial squat movement test. The partial squat movement test then would be used as a specific exercise having the patient modify the amount and timing of hip adduction that occurs during the squat.

The specific exercises and activities are performed during the treatment sessions and also are part of the home program. Each patient receives pictures or figures of the specific exercises and daily activities with written instructions. Videos also can be used to teach the patient how to perform the exercises and activities. The patient\'s ability to perform his program is assessed during clinic visits and used to progress the program. Judgments about the patient\'s knowledge of the key concept of each exercise or activity and independence in performance of each exercise or activity is important information used to make decisions about when and what to progress.[@bib0885]

Clinical trials of treatment of MSI syndromes {#sec0040}
=============================================

Several case reports involving treatment of MSI syndromes have been published.[@bib0855], [@bib0860], [@bib0865], [@bib0890], [@bib0895], [@bib0900], [@bib0905], [@bib0910] The studies describe in detail the examination and treatment of people with shoulder pain,[@bib0890] low back pain,[@bib0855], [@bib0860], [@bib0865], [@bib0900] abdominal pain,[@bib0910] cervicogenic headache[@bib0905] and knee pain.[@bib0895] Treatment also was described in a feasibility randomized clinical trial in people with chronic hip pain.[@bib0915] In a randomized controlled trial assessing the effect of treatment of people with chronic low back pain,[@bib0880], [@bib0920] Van Dillen et al.[@bib0880] found no difference when comparing the efficacy of a Classification-Specific (CS) treatment to a non-Classification-Specific (NCS) treatment in people with chronic non-specific low back pain. Both CS and NCS treatments included some form of exercise and correction of performance of daily activities. The CS treatment involved education, exercise and daily activity correction as described for the MSI syndromes above. The NCS treatment involved education and daily activity correction emphasizing maintenance of a neutral spine. Exercise was directed at strengthening the trunk and increasing the flexibility of the trunk and lower limbs. The authors proposed that the similar improvements found in both groups was because both were prescribed correction of daily activities that emphasized maintaining a neutral spine while increasing movement of other joints when performing daily activities. The proposal also was based on the fact that people in the CS and NCS group adhered more and longer to correcting daily activities than they did to exercise.

Conclusion {#sec0045}
==========

The MSI based classification and treatment allows physical therapists to diagnosis and treat musculoskeletal conditions based on principles of the KPM where impaired alignments and movements are proposed to induce pain and pathology. MSI syndromes and treatment have been described for all body regions. The reliability and validity of the system for some anatomical regions have been partially described.[@bib0500], [@bib0720], [@bib0740], [@bib0745], [@bib0750], [@bib0755], [@bib0760], [@bib0770], [@bib0815], [@bib0820], [@bib0825], [@bib0835], [@bib0840], [@bib0845], [@bib0850] Several case reports describing MSI examination and treatment of different musculoskeletal conditions have been published[@bib0855], [@bib0860], [@bib0865], [@bib0890], [@bib0895], [@bib0900], [@bib0905], [@bib0910] although efficacy of treatment has not been tested in randomized controlled trials, except in people with chronic low back pain.[@bib0880] More randomized controlled trials are needed to assess the efficacy of treatment of MSI syndromes.
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